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IX

Subject Assignment

English 1. Poetic devices:-
How to do :- Write any ten poetic devices with two examples each.
Where to do :- A 4 size sheet.

2. EVERGREEN WORKSHEET
Test assignment 1: Q. 1,2,3,4 and 8,9,10 (Passages)
Test assignment 4: Q. 1,2,3,4 (Writing)
Where to do: In the worksheets only.

Hindi अपने प�रवार या �म�� के साथ क� गई �कसी रोचक या�ा का स�च� वण�न A 4 साइज़ शीट पर क�िजए।

Math Revise Ut Syllabus and do all the chapters from NCERT EXEMPLAR.
Take one topic from syllabus and relate that with any SDGS and with other subjects like Science ,Economics , Art
etc.
Do this activity on an A4 size sheet.

S.St Project on Disaster management

Science Physics-Draw distance time graph showing
1. Body is at rest
2. Body is moving with uniform speed
3. Body is moving with non uniform speed
Also Draw velocity time graph showing
● Uniform Speed
● Uniform Acceleration.
Biology-Complete and revise chapter5 and make a milky file and draw diagrams of cell organelles
and write their functions.
Chemistry- 1.prepare UT 1 syllabus
2. Draw diagram of melting and boiling point and sublimation on A4 sheet

IT 1. Create a presentation titled INTERNET based on the following guidelines:

❖ What is Internet
❖ History
❖ Impact on society
❖ How I use it
❖ How my parents use it
❖ How my teachers use it
❖ What else can be done with it
❖ Conclusion

2. Design a Greeting Card

3. In your school, 34 students have taken part in English quiz, 32 in Biology quiz, 26 in Math quiz,

28 in Physics quiz and 39 in History quiz. Create a Column chart from this information.

Note : Take the printout of all the activities and submit it in a Report file.




